
 

 

The Witch 
                                                               by Ellie Zhou 

 

Once upon a time there was a girl named Angel walking in the enchanted forest. 
The girl was 9 years old and she had a dog named Fluffy. Her dog is a goldendoodle 
and she is 5 months old. Angel and Fluffy were walking happily in the enchanted 
forest when a weird looking creature came out of a bush. The creature looked kind 
of like a witch with two horns on top of its head. The creature lived in a treehouse 
and she invited Angel and Fluffy inside her treehouse. Angel and Fluffy were 
suspicious but the witch seemed really friendly so they decided to go into the 
treehouse. She gave them each a cookie to eat and a soda to drink but the soda 
drink she gave Angel and Fluffy was a potion that made their memory disappear so 
they'd stay with the witch forever. Because the witch was lonely,  she decided to 
make a memory disappearing potion for Angel and Fluffy. The cookie the witch gave 
them made Angel and Fluffy sleepy. So they wouldn't run away from her. 
 
After they woke up they said “where are we”.The witch said “you're in my treehouse 
and I don’t know how you found my treehouse”. The witch lied “since you're here 
why don’t you stay a couple months cause I always get lonely it would be nice to 
have some guests”. They said yes of course because they were under the witches 
spell that she put on them. Over the past few months they did housework, chores 
what the witch ordered them to do and all the witch would do is play with magic 
spells. But the witch didn't know that the spell she casted on them doesn't last 
forever. So in 3 years the spell was broken and Angel and Fluffy were free from the 
spell so they could escape. They ran till they had no energy then they stopped. 
“Where are we?” barked Fluffy. “I don't know,”  said Angel. 
 
But after 1 whole week with nothing to eat or drink they found a small hut with 
some food and 2 drinks . They ate the food and drank the drinks. But the food tasted 
weird. It was like they tasted that taste before. It is like the food the witch gave 
them and after they ate the food and drank the drink they had a weird feeling. It 
was like their memory was disappearing again. And they also felt sleepy before the 
magic worked on them. Angel figured out that witch put a trap to get them again. 
Because she was lonely she wanted to trap Angel and Fluffy so they would stay with 
her again in her tree house.  
 
 


